Localization of deletion to a 300 Kb interval of chromosome 11q13 in cervical cancer.
Previous molecular genetic studies on HeLa cell (a cervical cancer cell line) derived non-tumorigenic and tumorigenic hybrids have localized a tumor suppressor gene to the long arm of chromosome 11. Analysis of cervical cancer cell lines using chromosome 11 specific probes showed deletion and translocation of 11q13 sequences in five out of eight cell lines. Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), using 11q13 specific probes, has shown interstitial deletion of 11q13 sequences in the HeLa cells. In order to determine whether 11q13 deletions occur in primary cervical tumors, we analysed 36 tumors using 20 different microsatellite and RFLP markers. Semi automated fluorescein based allelotyping was performed to identify loss of heterozygosity (LOH) in tumors. The results showed allelic loss in 17 (47%) tumors. Three different regions of loss, one near MEN1, the second near D11S913, and the third near INT2 locus were observed. The smallest region of deletion overlap at the D11S913 locus was localized to a 300 Kb distance between D11S4908 and D11S5023. Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), using 11q13 specific cosmid and BAC (bacterial artificial chromosome) probes, confirmed allelic deletion in the tumors. PCR analysis further identified homozygous deletion of 11q13 sequences in a primary tumor, in HeLa cells and in two HeLa cell derived tumorigenic hybrid cell lines. The homozygous deletion in the cell lines was mapped to a 5.7 kb sequence of 11q13. We hypothesize therefore that a putative cervical cancer tumor suppressor gene exists within the 300 kb of chromosome 11q13.